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Introduction

When I enter the world of dreams acquaintances and familiar places find
themselves on a windswept yet idyllic island facing the North Sea, no matter if
they belong there or not. The islands name is Venøy, which means beautiful
island in Old Norwegian. It is where I grew up, but through my ancestors I
have worked the earth of that island for over 400 hundred years. When I
dream it is as if I never left or more poignantly broke out of my box. The lines
to draw a box are programmed in to my hand, I’m forever doodling different
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combinations struggling to find a way out, wanting to experience a paradigm
shift.

From I was a boy I wanted to explore, to find new frontiers and to be a hero.
With my friend and father I built a raft (see Fig 2) and together we went on
grand adventures under the flag of a silver skull, it was us against nature, on a
quest that would prove our worth. Our motto was that of Earnest Shackleton
from the TV film ‘Shackleton’ starring Kenneth Branagh:

“I believe it is in our nature to explore, to reach out in to the unknown. The
only true failure would be not to explore at all.”

1

However we never got any further than the confines of the bay and the special
rock formations we found were not gateways to a parallel universe. I did not
become an explorer instead I took the path of the artist, believing that he is a
licensed fool or as Susan Sontag said “The exemplary modern artist is a broker
in madness.”2:

“one of the tasks art has assumed is making forays into and taking up
positions on the frontiers of consciousness (often very dangerous to the artist
as a person) and reporting back what’s there. Being a free-lance explorer of

1
2

Shackleton, dir: Charles Sturridge, 2002
Susan Sontag, The Pornographic Imagination. In Story of the Eye, by Georges Bataille (London: Penguin Books,

2001) p. 92.
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spiritual dangers, the artist gains a certain license to behave differently from
other people…”3

There are two kinds of fool, the licensed and the natural. The natural fool is he
who cannot help acting ‘stupid’. We however are talking about the licensed fool
who chooses to act the fool and does so with a purpose. There is a great need
to define the licensed fool further, however we will return to that later.

I as an artist often wonder if I made the right choice, if my goal in life is to
influence the world then maybe the guise of the fool is not the smartest of
choices. “Who listens to the fool, anyway?” A line of thought that led me to a
period of apathy. For one month i struggled to believe in the arguments I was
trying to make in this text, so much so that I was chained to my bedroom and
trapped by what Susan Sontag described as spiritual dangers or what I like to
call the box that is my mind. It all felt too much like a never ending cycle, a bit
like the story of Sisyphus who was punished by the Gods to push a boulder up
a mountain, only to repeat the process after he completed the task for all
eternity. In all essence then, this dissertation is a personal journey, where the
licensed fool, who calls himself The Holy Artist4 will from time to time present
himself and his ‘truths’. He will first appear to present a perception of our
society, which will be used to look at the points that I will try to make and
maybe at the end we will have convinced ourselves that the fool in art is
important for society and can potentially help bring about a paradigm shift.
3

Susan Sontag, The Pornographic Imagination. In Story of the Eye, by Georges Bataille (London: Penguin Books,

2001) p. 92.
4
A character I’ve been playing with at www.bjornveno.com/holyartist
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Framework
The Dystopian Society
Behold the capitalistic system that is our society, it gives free rain to the market,
requiring us, the consumers, to become more homogeneous, demanding predictability
and makes us dependent of its products. A system that appeals to humans’ desire for
perfection and happiness, but never can fulfil its promise, for in so doing we would no
longer need the next product.

Heroes who fight for freedom, discover new frontiers and have upstanding morals
would be surplus, because that is not what this system needs; it needs a poster boy
who will fuel the people with desire. The answer could be celebrities, from reality TV
stars to sports stars who advocate senseless spending.

For art to have a value it needs to generate money, which in turn encourages art that
is tested and tried or predictable and conforms to current values, which suppress the
artist taking on aspects of the licensed fool who encourages going against the norm
and challenge the consensus. A government that has reduced its support of the arts
and lets the market determine what is good and bad art, is a sign for such a system.

Darren O’Donnell, a play writer and actor, seems to share this view he says:
“Capitalism is not here to stay, but until it goes, theatre will be sidelined
8

simply because it can’t be commodified, capitalism's most basic requirement.”5
He excludes big productions such as musicales from this idea and goes on to
point out that mid ranged theater finds itself in its own bubble disconnected
from other practitioners of art and philosophy. This idea leads him to an
interesting point, that theater has a tendency to restage old classics to the
extent where actors see it as the pinnacle of their career to be part of such a
production. He draws a parallel to the visual arts and asks do we see the Mona
Lisa repainted in different outfits?6

Does this framework on society and art match up to reality? I would say no, it
is a polarised viewpoint, but one that I think will help clarify the points that will
be made about the hero and licensed fool. Jörg Heiser and Jennifer Higgie
editors of Frieze Magazine point out that any claim made about art today will
quickly meet a counter claim, here is one example:

"Art today is an eclectic and superficial rehash of the art of earlier periods,
made by increasingly professionalized art-school graduates; everything is
possible and therefore nothing matters. Counter-claim: We live in an exciting
period when what art is and what it can be is pretty much up-for-grabs. This
allows for an unprecedented number of positions to be expressed, many of
which rub up against each other in a productive way. It would not be an

5

Darren O'Donnell, Social Acupuncture, a Guide to Suicide, Performance and Utopia (Toronto: Coach House Books,

2008) p. 16.
6
Darren O'Donnell, Social Acupuncture, a Guide to Suicide, Performance and Utopia (Toronto: Coach House Books,
2008) p. 18.
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overstatement to say that the art being made today is more representative of
the complexities of people's lives than ever before."7

Wipe the Slate Clean
Solutions to a dystopian society have often been to wipe the slate clean or to
turn ones back on it. A childhood hero of mine Thor Heyerdahl feared
humanities growing dependents to gadgets and machinery. In 1927 he and his
wife left civilisation for the Polynesian island Fatu Hiva with the purpose to
return to paradise. They believed that by giving up on civilisation they would
find utopia. However after a year it failed because the couple realised they
could not survive without the knowledge and goods society provided, such as
mosquito nets and medicines.8 A different example from the Sci-Fi series Battle
Star Galactica9, a story about a humanoid species stuck in a never-ending
cycle of destruction against their own creation. In the last episode they decided
that the only way to break out of the cycle would be to give up their
technology and regress back to the Stone Age, they called it start a new.
Battle Star Galactica draws inspiration from the Old Testament such as the
stories of Noah's Ark and the tower of Babel. Both stories are about
civilisations out of control where the answer is to wipe the slate clean and
regress to an earlier state. I reject this solution and wish to look at paradigm
shift as a way society can develop. It will be argued that the licensed fool and
his attributes are important qualities for development and under the right
circumstances can help bring about a paradigm shift. We will try to discover
7
8
9

Jörg Heiser and Jennifer Higgie. State of the Art, Happy returns. Frieze, Issue 141, (September 2011): 15.
Thor Heyerdahl, Fatu-Hiva, Back to Nature (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1976)
Battlestar Galactica, Developed by Ronald D. Moore, 2004-2009
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the attributes of a licensed fool and look at some places where he has
manifested himself. The Hero will be seen as the character who represents the
values of society, a poster boy, but it will be claimed that the Hero in a
classical sense, someone who has gone beyond the call of duty, is dead, that in
his place we have celebrities who are famous for who they are and not what
they have done.

Paradigm shift
Paradigm shift is a term that describes change or development, an idea
developed by Thomas S. Kuhn in ‘The structure of Scientific Revolutions’ from
1962, Kuhn however did not use the phrase paradigm shift, instead he spoke
of scientific revolution, though the first is the term that is commonly used. A
paradigm is a set of rules of how to understand the world, in Kuhn’s case
scientific laws. A paradigm shift is when that world view or scientific laws
changes so drastically that what one perceived prior to it is conceived as
wrong. According to Kuhn it is through such shifts of paradigms that creates
the appearance of progress within science.10 I believe the basis of these ideas
can be applied to other fields, from politics to art, even though truth is often
considered more fluid in these fields. In regard to truth, Kuhn warns us against
it and wants to direct us from seeing progress as something that gets closer to
truth, he proposes that one should see progress as an evolution of
knowledge.11

10
11

Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 166-167.
Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 170-171.
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Look at ‘The BOX’ on the front page (see Fig 1) or think of the classical DuckRabbit illusion by J. Jastrow (see Fig 3). Place your eye on either one of the
two center lines that make up ‘The BOX’ (see Fig 1) and imagine that you are
standing on that line, depending on how you are looking at the picture you are
either inside the box or outside it, until your perception changes and the
reverse is revealed. This is an illustration of perception shift and not a
paradigm shift according to Kuhn12, the reason being is that you will say that
depending on how one looks at it, it is either a rabbit or a duck. If you had
experienced a paradigm shift, however you would say that before I saw a duck
but now I see a rabbit (or vice versa) and what I saw before was wrong. Kuhn
uses examples from astronomy to make this point, in particular Sir William
Herschel’s discovery of Uranus in 1781, which had previously been perceived
as a star. After the shift in paradigm Uranus was never anything but a planet,
the previous perception was wrong.13

12
13

Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 114-115.
Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 115-116.
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A paradigm shift occurs when it is revealed that a growing number of
anomalies are not able to be described by the current paradigm and a new
paradigm is accepted if it is more successful in explaining the anomalies. What
is key to Kuhn's description here is that the new paradigm is not compatible
with the old because the old way of seeing does not see the same as the new,
as in the description above.14

Kuhn does not elaborate on what sort of person that creates a paradigm shift
beyond making what he admits is a generalisation to which he would like to
see systematic investigation. He says that initiators of paradigm shifts have
often been young and or new to their field of study. It is implied that they have
not been fully indoctrinated in to a way of seeing.15

14
15

Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 97.
Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 90.
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The Hero
The idea of a hero is humbug and all heroes are charlatans. I strongly advice you to
stay as far away from them as possible. The closer you get to a hero the less of a
personality you will have, you will be moulded in his image which is nothing more than
reflections of order and harmony, which are concepts that create stability and
restrain development. You will be nothing more than what you already are, I can not
say who or what, but what I do know, every one is more than their parts and certainly
more than what you are needed to be by society. No matter to what extent you
emulate your hero, you will never become him, for the hero does not make himself, he
is made to seduce and enslave you.

Each time (paradigm) has its mascot who reflects what society needs and
represents its values and morals. This role has often fallen to the Hero, but not
always. When a society is expanding, it is the explorer that takes the lead and
when there is war it is the warrior that takes up the banner. Alan Edelstain
who wrote the book ‘Everybody is Sitting on the Curb: How and Why America’s
Heroes Disappeared’ makes an interesting point in this context. He tells us that
when there were unexplored lands the country needed explorers, but today
there are no more places to explore, hence this hero has disappeared from our
collective consciousness.16 Many Heroes emerged from World War II, one that
I found interesting was Audie Murphy, the most decorated war hero of his
16

Alan Edelstein, Everybody is Sitting on the Curb: How and Why America's Heroes Disappeared (Westport: Praeger

Publishers, 1996) p. 14.
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time, but this is not what is exciting about Murphy, it is his story arc that is
fascinating for it resembles that of a fairy tale. I believe fairy tales about heroic
deeds represents a collective representation of how the Heroe’s journey should
plan out, and when real life matches that structure, it becomes a confirmation
of his status.

In Norwegian fairy tales there is a character called Ash Lad17 who is a recurring
hero in several fairy tales, he is most often portrayed as a fool from a poor
family, he plays in the ashes and is the last of three brothers to go out in the
world to seek his fortune. The brothers before him failed their trials, often from
overconfidence in their strength, however the Ash Lad the least likely to
succeed, wins through in the end, because he does something different than
those who went before him, which at the time he is ridiculed for, but it
becomes a crucial element that helps him secure half the kingdom and the
princess. Murphy was not the youngest brother, but was from a poor family
and he was frail, hence when he tried to enlist in to the army he was ridiculed
for being under weight and short (see Fig 5), which might have been the
attribute that helped him survive the war, because he was less of a target. A
more modern parallel is that Murphy resembled the fictional character Captain
America, a war time comic18, who also starts out fragile but is transformed by
the American military to become super human (see Fig 4). One could say that
Murphy was transformed by the military too, but less literal. After the war he

17
18

Norwegian: Askeladden
Simon, Joe and Jack Kirby. Captain America (Vol.2, No.1, March 1941).

https://comics.comixology.com/#/view/490/Captain-America-Comics-1 (accessed May 2011).
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was featured on the front cover of Life Magazine, entered Hollywood as a
movie star19 (won half the Kingdom) and married the actress Wanda Hendrix
(the princess). A story and ending I believe suggests that Murphy represented
the Hero of his time.

Power Shift
Besides resembling the structure of fairy tales the hero’s journey is also similar
to the boy’s journey towards manhood and a beta animal becoming an alpha
where the main similarity is the circular pattern that it follows. The alpha
animal will one day grow old and will not be able to protect his herd, before
that can happen he must be challenged by a younger and more capable
candidate (see Fig 6). Society functions in a similar way but on a different
scale. The current system is the alpha animal that looks after its herd. As time
passes the system needs to be replaced by another, most often because it no
longer can protect the herd, for it has malfunctioned. We now come to a tricky
19

Murphy mainly stared in westerns, but played him self in the war movie ‘To Hell and Back’ which depicted his time in World War II
(see Fig 5)
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question, which is: When would such a power shift be considered a paradigm
shift? If we take examples such as the French and Russian revolution, 1789
and 1917. One could argue, as Kuhn does that such a shift in political power is
a parallel to his description of paradigm shift20, he states that a revolution
comes about because the current institution is not able to adequately solve
problems within society. Secondly that the alternative way to solve the
problems can not be achieved in the current system. I would suggest that,
when the world view does not change or that one King is replaced by another
King, then we are not witnessing a paradigm shift, but a power shift which the
illustration above tries to demonstrate. In effect the power shift does not fulfil
the most important criteria to Kuhn, that the new system is vastly different
and incompatible with the previous one.

20

Thomas S Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1996) p. 92-93.
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To combine the two ideas of paradigm shift and power shift, I created the
illustration above (see Fig 7). Each tier or paradigm is disconnected from each
other, suggesting that to get from one tier to the next you must experience a
paradigm shift. Whilst you are on one tier you experience recurring power
shifts, as in ‘Fig 6’ and live in the belief that this is the correct way to view the
world. I also tried to incorporate Kuhn’s idea that there is progress from one
paradigm or tier to the next by gradually solidifying the tone.

18

The society power structure and its shifts is broken down in to its simplest
form within fairy tales. The antagonist in fairy tales represents power, and he
can appear as a Dragon, Troll, Giant, King etc with great wealth that he often
does not share. Wealth for the antagonist is not the gold in itself, but the
knowledge that he has the strength to keep it for himself, which in turn gives
value to his existence. The Hero must go out in to the world to prove his worth
and what better way to do that than to overcome the antagonist and take his
gold. The fairy tale ends with that they lived happily ever after. However the
story itself is retold again and again. Lets look at the story 'The Ash Lad who
had an eating match with the Troll'.21 A father with a large debt sends his

21

Asbjørnsen and Moe. Norske Folkeeventyr, Askeladden som kappåt med trollet (Project Runeberg, 1996)

www.runeberg.org/folkeven/049.html (accessed September 2011).
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three sons one after the next to earn money for the family by chopping wood.
The first two sons are scared away by the Troll who does not want to share his
forest. The father proclaims each time that he did not fear the Troll when he
was young. When the third son meets the Troll in the forest (see Fig 8) he
holds his fear at bay so that he may outwit him and take his gold. I would like
to suggest, that the Troll and the father are the same character. With the
father in charge the house hold has entered troubled times, the sons must find
a way to replace the father, the two first sons fear him and are unable to stand
up against him. The father says he was not afraid of Trolls, referring to when
he replaced his father. The gold that the Troll is holding on to is the power
over the family that the father does not wish to give up. I see this as recurring
cycle to which Joseph Campbell gives us one suggestion for how it can be
broken.

"The hero of yesterday becomes the tyrant of tomorrow, unless he crucifies
himself today."22

In other Norwegian fairy tales you often have a king offering his daughter and
half the kingdom if a Hero can come forth and slay the Troll. This time I see
the king and Troll as the same character. The king represents the part of him
that acknowledges that his time has come to an end and invites a new alpha to
step forward, someone who is strong enough to challenge his animalistic half,

22

Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (New York: Meridian Books, 1956), p. 353.
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the Troll. Campbell expresses similar ideas but takes a slightly different
approach by quoting Oedipus in relation to Freud, and suggests that the
metaphorical cycle is that the hero slays his father and marries his mother.23

Built in Obsolescence
The ‘real’ Hero will always metaphorically implode; this can come about in two
ways. One the Hero is a mascot for the society or paradigm he exists within,
hence when a new shift in society happens, he will fall from grace. Lets look at
Audie Murphy again. Alan Edelstein notes that Murphy was one of the last War
Heroes, but by the time of the Vietnam War and Korean conflict the war hero
had disappeared from the public eye, not for the lack of heroic acts, Edelstein
argues that there was not a clear purpose to the wars America took part in
after 1945, and Vietnam was particularly devastating for the war hero because
of the youth cultures perception of that war.24 The last point being the one I
would like to highlight, the war hero did not represent the values and dreams
of the young, he was no longer their mascot. The idea of the Hero suffers from
the same problems as the concept of utopia, which is latent in the meaning of
the word, constructed by Thomas More from Greek to mean ‘no place’25.
Utopia then is an unachievable concept. A person who is given the status of
Hero will inevitably be crushed by the very ideas that created him, because of
the fallibility of man and or the simple fact that man naturally becomes old and

23
24

Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (New York: Meridian Books, 1956), p. 355.
Alan Edelstein, Everybody is Sitting on the Curb: How and Why America's Heroes Disappeared (Westport: Praeger

Publishers, 1996), p. 62-63.
25
Thomas More, Utopia (London: Penguin Books, 2003), p. XII.
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frail. After the war Murphy suffered from lapses of depression and post
traumatic stress which resulted in him holding his wife Wanda Hendrix at gun
point,26 such an incident does not devalue the Hero it only illustrates how the
Hero can not continually live up to his role. When the fall from grace happens
within power shifts, the Hero is replaced by a similar figure, if the fall is in
conjunction with a paradigm shift the new Hero is remotely different.

Centre
I would like to argue that the Hero is a subject who is in the centre, hence he
is the embodiment of human perception. We perceive the world from one
angle, giving us an illusion of standing in the centre. As a child we would not
be aware of this illusion, so when it is crushed it might create a sense of loss.
A void that can be filled by reading most stories of the Hero where one
projects oneself onto the protagonist. This need is what might have given birth
to the Hero and why he can be seen as the poster boy for society. If this
perception is correct, than by creating the correct hero for ones society would
be the perfect way to project the values one wants the subjects to have.

Death of the Hero
Traditionally one would set out to become a Hero, but today that would
disqualify you as pointed out by Rory Stewart.

26

www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audie_Murphy#Post-war_illness (accessed September 2011).
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“…historically, many of the people who were heroes in their society set out to
be heroes. They emulated other heroes were obsessed with being a hero,
wanted to be godlike. In contemporary society, that disqualifies you. If you’re
trying to be a hero, you almost by definition can’t be.”27

This sentiment may have come about because we don’t need Heroes in the
classical sense anymore. Hence the only legitimate path that is open to
children for filling their void is to become a celebrity and they will most
certainly start out by emulating one. Edelstein also notes that the current
heroes of today are sports stars and members of pop culture28. A celebrity is in
effect a bared down version of the Hero, retaining its story arc. A young boy or
girl from a difficult background overcomes adversary and becomes a football
star or Britain’s Got Talent star. My favorite example is Susan Boyle, who
became a finalist on Britain’s Got Talent in 2009. When she first appeared, she
was ridiculed for her appearance and seemingly perceived as a fool by the
judges and audience, until she started singing.29

Gone is the need to show courage, noble qualities and infallibility. Which helps
avoid the paradox of the Hero. Furthermore the celebrity fulfils the need of the
dystopian society described above better than the Hero. This society does not
need Heroes it requires consumers; hence the mascot of such a society has to
be the ultimate consumer and he will continue to be so until a paradigm shift
27

Rory Stewart quoted in From Kabul to Cumbria, Rory Stewart, Britain’s most extraordinary MP, by Ian Parker.

Telegraph Magazine, (5 February 2011): 26.
28
Alan Edelstein, Everybody is Sitting on the Curb: How and Why America's Heroes Disappeared (Westport: Praeger
Publishers, 1996), p. 8.
29
Britain’s Got Talent 2009 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-KiGva9dV4 (accessed September 2011)
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occurs. Until then we will see many consumer heroes come and go, constantly
being replaced in a circle of power shifts. A celebrity becomes the ultimate
consumer automatically when their salary becomes astronomically larger than
the average worker.

There are other factors that have played in on the demise of the Hero. We
have already mentioned why certain heroes have died because they no longer
fulfil what society needs, such as the war hero and explorer. A Hero was most
typically a man and the woman was most often part of the ultimate prize as in
the Norwegian fairy tales of Ash Lad. Furthermore the Hero celebrated male
attributes. Not very fitting for a society with equal rights paved forward by the
feminist movement. A point that Peter H. Gibbon also makes:

“Too male, too military, say feminists. Hero often means oppressor. In a
patriarchal society, heroes have been warriors, cowboys, explorers. Our
definition of hero reflects a "male model,"”30

30

Peter H. Gibbon, A Call to Heroism: Renewing America's Vision of Greatness
(New York: Grove Press, 2002) p. 2.
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The Fool

I've just woken up from a dream, if I had lived 2000 years ago I would have said that
i saw an apparition of an Angel. Instead I shall say that my subconscious spoke to me.

It is summer. I'm at home in England. But the place is Venøy, Norway where I grew
up. Two old friends from Finland come to visit and we discuss how best to get drunk.
I need to go and get some shoes. I walk to Margate where my Aunt livs. But the place
25

is Oslo and it is winter. She lives on her own with her dog, but now she has three, one
is very strange looking. She is disappointed that I don't visit that often. I apologise
and say I can not stay long.

I'm now at a hotel spa. I'm in a shower room with three boys. We talk about the
awesome bath, that I did not know about (I should have because this is my home). I
leave in my morning gown and wander in to the breakfast lounge. I meet a work
colleague who has been off sick for a year with two other members of staff and some
students. She seems happy and revived. We are on a student trip. They are off to see
some art exhibitions. I agree to meet up with them later. But first I need to find
some clothes.

On my way back I walk in to a spa with some girls that are topless. My morning gown
slips, my naked body is revealed for a moment. I'm embarrassed and I leave.

I can not find my way back to the room. I see two elderly hotel employees from whom
I ask directions.

As I'm about to leave a beautiful petite girl with brown curly hair throws herself at
me. She is naked. She manages to find a path past my beard to my mouth. My cock
slides into her without a condom. I'm concerned, but realise it is a dream so it is ok.
We kiss passionately. A student watches us. He wants to touch her. I tell him to ask
26

her; at first she is ok about it, but she catches his gaze and tells him to go and that
he disgusts her. I feel for the guy, but I'm not leaving. She lets me shove my finger
into her anus. I can feel some bits inside her, but do not stop. I lay her on the back
and thrust myself into her fast and violently, she screams with delight.

She is gone. I hear that she became a porn star and that she had a child. The child
appears before me for a brief moment as a three year old. It might be mine.

The girl who fucked me placed a note with small writing on my key ring. I know that it
will change my perception of the world and I am about to read it but my brain
patterns return to their normal flow as I wake up. Only a residue of what might have
been written on the note lingers.31

The Natural and the Licensed Fool
The licensed fool has come in different guises. The trickster, The court jester,
the clown, the comedian, etc who each asks to be investigated, however a full
exploration is a vast undertaking and not the intention of this dissertation,
instead we shall look at some of the fools traits which may be useful for the
artist.

31

Bjørn Venø, Dream, (17 May 2011) Influenced the video performance ‘Fool’

www.bjornveno.com/holyartist/fool.html
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John H. Towsen makes a distinction between the natural fool and the licensed
fool.32 The natural fool can not control his behaviour, it is who he is. He stands
outside of social norms and laws of logic. He is not aware of his folly, a
statement that can be traced back to Socrates. William Willeford believes the
fool is oblivious to how we might perceive him, what we see as absurd
behaviour, he sees as his greatest attribute. One might call this delusional,33
but it saves him from self doubt which has led many a man to despair. Towsen
says the fool does not adhere to religion or social power structures. He has no
constraints when it comes to sex and decency; attributes that give the natural
fool a perspective on society that can be quite valuable.

“...many psychiatrists today argue that the psychotic modes of perception
represent a way of structuring reality that is not necessarily incorrect, and that
may in some ways prove quite illuminating.”34

However the natural fool has no means of communicating his perspective.
Towsen notes that some cultures have interpreted madness, one of the
attributes of the fool, as someone connected to a higher power or possessed
by spirits that can grant knowledge.35 Willeford touches on this too, he says
the fool became so for he travelled through the abyss.36 This is where the
licensed fool might enter the arena, to consciously penetrate the state of the
32
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fool and bring back knowledge from the realms where the normal man is not
able to tread.

The licensed fool attempts to see beyond the veil that covers the world and to
speak that no other can. The licensed fool is only a fool in that what he does
has no clear merit within the paradigm, which currently is our society that strives
to box and categorise everything around us in to neat systems. However if the artist
takes on the role of the fool he can resist systematisation and categorisation,
turning art in to a force that can see beyond itself. If we only think within the
box we will never transcend to the next tier, or as the sculpture Tony Cragg
says:

“Art puts itself outside of some of the norms and standards which are binding for most
37

people and becomes a testing ground for new forms and new meanings.”

The licensed fool can become the hero, Towsen talks about the Winnebago
Indians, where the fool goes through several stages, the hero, healer and
representative of culture. Towsen sees the fool as a free spirit, whose
unconventional thinking can infect others to see the world differently,
interestingly he points out that if a culture does not appreciate the fools value
it might do it unconsciously.38 If so it might appear in that societies legends
and fairy tales, which leads me back to the Ash Lad. We have looked at how he
can be part of a circle of power shifts, now we shall see him bring about a
37
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paradigm shift and become the hero. The story is ‘Per, Pål and Espen Ash
Lad’.39 It starts by describing the Kings dilemma, which can not be solved by
the current paradigm. A tree can not be cut down, for each time someone
tries, it only grows larger and a well can not be made for the ground is of solid
rock. The King declares that he who finds a solution to the problem will get half
the kingdom and the princess. When three brothers set out on their journey to
the king, it becomes clear that the two older brothers represent the current
paradigm. Each time when the Ash Lad, the youngest brother is drawn of the
path by curiosity to investigate something that catches his eye, his brothers
see him as a mindless fool and ask why he has to investigate what he has seen
many times before? This part is crucial in relation to Kuhn’s idea of paradigm
shift, the two older brothers use their current paradigm to perceive the world,
whilst the youngest questions it, leaves the well trodden path and discovers
three magical items which he uses to solve the kings problem and creates a
paradigm shift. The fact that the Ash Lad is the youngest brother matches with
Kuhn’s suggestion that initiators of paradigm shift are either young or new to
their field of study.

Praise the Fool
The book ‘Praise of Folly’ first published in 1511 by Erasmus, a scholar and
theologian begs to be mentioned, sometimes a tricky read for one is never
totally sure of what is irony and what should be taken seriously, since the
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champion for folly is the fool herself, not a man, for the domain of the fool is
that of woman.40

The book uses an interesting rhetoric to champion the virtues and importance
of the God of Folly. Such as arguing that a youths’ happiness lies in folly, and
as youth matures and takes on wisdom he looses passion and enthusiasm,
which is only returned at old age if ones memories starts to wane,41 maybe he
alludes to the illness we today know as dementia. Another example of the logic
used in this book is how the fool argues for her role in the continuing existence
of man by declaring only by a fit of madness would a woman agree to take on
a husband and risk the pain and danger of giving birth.42 My understanding is
that Erasmus fool is he who we have defined as the natural fool and that he
argues; the men in Platoe’s cave who perceive the world as shadows may be
fools, but what does that matter if they are happy?43 These points suggest that
the fool which Erasmus paints will never be a paradigm breaker. Erasmus then
could be seen as having an apposing view on the fool than this dissertation
tries to present. However one must bare in mind that the ‘Praise of Folly’ is
satire, where Erasmus not only parodies the order of things but him self
included. In a sense one might say that he takes on the role of the licensed
fool to be able to comment and reflect on issues close to his heart, “...I simply
outlined the pattern of Christian life.”44 and to use the attribute of the fool to
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speak frankly without fear of retribution.45 I’m not going to elaborate on the
views of Erasmus in regards to Christianity, for it is not relevant for our
investigation of the fool.

In a letter to Maarten Van Dorp Erasmus defends against the critics who said
the text was deeming towards theologians. A crucial point in this letter is when
Erasmus defends the wrappings of a joke to be a good way to present harsh
truths, just like one would sweeten sour medicine with honey.46

When one has committed a crime and wish to repent, it would be natural for
you to say that I was a fool, suggesting you was not completely in your right
mind, you would not say I was in a state of wisdom, for that would imply you
being highly aware of your actions to the extent that they where calculated. An
argument by Erasmus that is at its sharpest with this statement “Folly finds
favour in heaven because she alone is granted forgiveness of sins, wheres the
wise man receives no pardon.”47 I believe Erasmus touches on an important
asset for the licensed fool, not necessarily to be excused of crime, but the
suggestion that the fool is not in control of himself, to the extent of not being
present, hence by entering the state of the fool one can gain access to a way
of thinking that is not yours. You give up your learned thought patterns and
give free reign to the fool, when one returns to oneself, wisdom can be used to
reflect on the fools perspective.
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A. H. T. Levi writes that Erasmus created an important response for modern
scholars on the value shift happening in his time.48 One can particularly look at
what was happening in the Catholic church which led to the Reformation with
Martin Luther in the centre49, a change of religious viewpoints that may fit in to
Kuhn’s descriptions of a paradigm shift. It is my understanding that Erasmus
did not want to create a revolution in the church, but saw the need for
adjustments, hence he wrote a book that reflected on his views, but one could
argue that his work helped kindled the changes that happened.

Paul McCarthy’s Rocky
Standing in the darkness letting the light of Paul McCarthy’s video Rocky flow over
me liberates the constraints that hold my impulses in check. I take my penis out and
start to urinate a circle around myself. The thrill is exhilarating. I feel more alive
than ever, until my bliss is shattered by a guard coming towards me and I feel like a
fool that should be ashamed as I’m guided out of the building.

The video Rocky from 1976 was on show in a large concrete room with a single
wooden bench at The Nationalgalerie Hamburger Bahnof, Berlin (see Fig 10).

McCarthy is wearing boxing gloves and a rubber mask with the image of a
burglar. He is hitting himself, again and again, as he gurgles incomprehensible
sounds. From outside of the frame he reaches for a ketchup bottle and
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squeezes the red liquid out like an ejaculation on to his hand which he rubs
onto his anus. McCarthy continues to hit himself, going deeper and deeper in
to a state of delirium until he is to exhausted to stand.

Looking at Rocky and thinking of it in relation to Sylvester Stallone’s Rocky
also from 1976, brings up some interesting points for this dissertation.
Stallone’s Rocky follows the clear patterns of the heroic tale as described in the
chapter on the Hero. But McCarthy’s Rocky is confined to a basement without
an audience or a purpose, mutilating himself towards an inevitable end,
loosing, making the piece a celebration in absurdity and meaningless
endeavour. He is fighting himself, which is often taken to be the symbolic
meaning of some fairy tales, in particular ones about Dragons according to
Campbell; the dragon locks you in and prevents you from fulfilling your full
34

potential50, making McCarthys video the polar opposite to Stallone’s Rocky. We
do not want to identify with this hero, he is a looser and an ass, who follows no
human regulations of civility, he stands outside of our norms. He is further
distanced from us with the mask of a burglar; first the mask prevents us from
connecting emotionally with the figure, we only see the body, the face, the
human feature we most readily connect with is denied to us. Secondly the thief
is shunned from society for his reluctance to conform to its rules.

We are made aware of the non reality of the performance by the fact that
blood is not blood, but house hold ketchup. According to Ralph Rugoff,
McCarthy’s use of food products is a loose allegorical reference to social
conditioning.51

Stallone’s Rocky places us in the centre, feeding our lost desires. In contrast
McCarthy does not attempt to seduce us, he repulses us, pushes us away and
personifies our own failings. He enacts the fool for us, with him we might
experience a cleansing and liberation from expectations, a need to perform
and to be heroic, in effect giving us the freedom to be, instead of tapping in to
our desire to conform and fit in. This might be considered shamanistic, but
McCarthy does not consider himself such, rather he sees himself as a clown.52
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When talking about his intentions for his work McCarthy is a slippery man to
pin down. When Selwyn tries to ask McCarthy if he thinks that society needs
an outlet for taboos like a Dionysian ritual,53 he does not answer, but I think
that is what he is doing in the Rocky video and that he is close to Towsen’s
fool, someone who can help us deal with matters that are taboo or difficult.
Towsen points to the Pueblo tribes of the American Southwest, where the
clowns in some rituals would wear false genitals and simulated intercourse54
and talks about reenactments of religious myths which are transformed in to a
fools play that deals with castration and fear of impotence in Sri Lanka.55

I can not stop thinking that the power of the performance has been diminished
by the institution it has been placed within, regardless of how much I enjoyed
the artwork it featured. Hamburger Bahnof main building is a large converted
train station, that to me feels stripped of personality and altered to become a
clinical and minimalistic space, with an extension made of oppressive concrete,
reminiscent of a prison, and it is here you find McCarthy’s Rocky, in a dark
forlorn basement that smells of the establishment and social order. I can not
help thinking about a paragraph from John H. Towsen’s book:

“Too close an association with the king could result in the jester being reduced to a
sycophant. Often he became merely a tool in the hands of politicians, parroting the
official line and showing more concern with the preservation of royalty than with
53
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human rights. "You do well not to love the Reformers," a seventeenth century
French writer warned the court fools, "for they intend to reform you out of
existence."56..... "Those who live to please," wrote Samuel Johnson, "must please
to live."57”58

Some say when the fool achieves success he is no longer a fool, but a hero and
part of the paradigm. The story of Ash Lad mirrors this idea and so does that
of Audie Murphy to a certain extent. Some times this creates a paradigm shift
and other times only a power shift. In the last case the fool does not shift the
balance of order, instead he is assimilated in to the fold. Lynn Barber writing
for the Observer points out that McCarthy did not become a hit until the 90s
when the Sensation scene in Art came along.59 This to me suggests that
McCarthy was appropriated in to the new order. McCarthy makes a statement
about his work that I find telling, he seems to acknowledge that something is
wrong, but does not want to criticise it, at first it seems a bit defeatist, unless
one interprets it to mean that his task is to parade the absurd before our eyes
whilst being part of it and for us to make of it what we will. If that is the case
McCarthy fulfils Camus idea of the absurd by denying the possibility of braking
the circle, there is no hope, which when acknowledged leads to content
acceptance60 which seems to be present within this statement:
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"The references i make to the media and to Disneyland/Hollywood is another
subject. It has to do with virtual-reality settings. It's a world that is quickly
approaching, and I gravitate towards it. It's startling, how it's affecting
humanity. I am not critiquing it, its destructiveness, in the sense that it is
destroying nature. I am not making a judgement. You can't stop it. But it does
put people in crisis."61
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Conclusion
Behold the world today, we are on a tier that has solidified, a world that has killed
the hero, and ruled by capitalism which fuels a never ending cycle of power shifts
that threatens to trap us forever. There is no one left to rescue us, our last hope was
the fool, but he has long since been killed by premade models for making money and
achieving success.

The core of this dissertation has rotated around Kuhn’s paradigm shift, an idea
for how power shifts and how the figures of the hero and fool fit in to these
two frameworks, illustrated on page 18 (see fig 7) which displays several tiers
of circles that each represent a paradigm. On each tier there is a circular cycle
of power shifts, with a poster boy or hero representing the values of society. A
licenced fool comes along in regular intervals to replace the hero, but if he
does not present both a solution and a matrix that is incompatible with the
current then the cycle of power shifts will continue until a licensed fool who
fulfils both criterias enters the scene, when that happens a paradigm shift will
occur and society progresses to the next tier. A paradigm shift can not be
instigated until life on the tier meets problems that can not be solved with the
current tools. The licensed fool is the man for the job for he has characteristics
that give him access to a way of thinking that lies beyond the tier he is on. If
he fails he will forever be perceived as a fool, but when the licensed fool
succeeds he transcends and becomes the hero or poster boy for the new
paradigm. The artist has a unique possibility to use the character of the fool,
39

because he has been granted a license to access his realm. The artist may not
be the one to create a shift, but he has the power to inspire.

The artist who takes on the fool dooms his life to that of Sisyphus, seemingly
trapped in one of several never ending patterns. The fool might be humoured
as trivial entertainment or his antics are so out of sync from normal perception
that he is simply ignored and if he is elevated to the status of hero he will
become the tyrant, failure is inevitable even in success. To combat this the
licensed fool can try to take on the fools ability of disillusion, however he is
only acting and will have moments of lucidity at which point the boulder will
roll down from the mountain. When Sisyphus walks down the mountain and is
faced by the futility of his task, all that the lucid fool can do to avoid suicide is
to embrace Camus words:

“The Struggle itself towards the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart. One
must imagine Sisyphus happy.”62
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